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Introduction

• LSTM used for sequential data processing.

• Data dependency between time steps cause stall in pipelined operation.

• Inefficient tiling of weight matrix causes unutilized hardware resources.

• Novel latency hiding architecture with efficient tiling strategy to boost parallelism and 
throughput



Contributions

• A novel column wise matrix vector multiplication to remove stalling.

• Flexible tiling mechanism to exploit parallelism and increase hardware utilization.

• DSP sharing for 8bit multiplication

• Quantization aware fine tuning to achieve high frequency with fixed point operations.



LSTM Background

LSTM add memory controller to decide what to remember, forget and give as an output

σ is the logistic sigmoid function, ‘ʘ’ is element wise multiplication, x is the input vector of the layer, W is the model 
parameters, c is internal memory cell state, g(t) is the input modulation gate, h is the layer output vector

g(t)



Design And Optimization

Weights Matrix of LSTM Gates

Each gate matrix has the size of Lh × (Lx + Lh), the large combined matrix has the size of (4 × Lh) × (Lx + Lh)

Interlacing of weight matrix
Row wise matrix-vector multiplication



Design And Optimization

Row wise MVM requires some time for hidden state to be generated before starting calculation for the next time step.

The whole system pipeline needs to be emptied to get the new hidden vector before the new matrix vector operation can start.

If the full pipeline cannot return the hidden state in time to the vector register file before starting the next step, there will be stalling.

ROW wise MVM generates subset of output vectors for the next state faster than the Column wise MVM.

Pipeline analysis Row wise matrix-vector multiplication



The Proposed column-wise MVM for RNNs/LSTMs

Design And Optimization

Each element in the vector is multiplied with one column consecutively until hidden state is obtained. 

The operation for next phase can start before the previous hidden state is being calculated. 

No waiting in the pipeline, no emptying is needed. 

Column wise MVM can provide complete output vector to the next step. 

Column wise matrix-vector multiplication Pipeline analysis



Two Types of Parallelism and Tiling

The Element-based Parallelism (EP) and Vector-based Parallelism (VP) 

• The weights matrix is tiled into small blocks with a size of (EP, VP).

• In each cycle, the engine can process a tile of weights matrix and a sub-vector of input and hidden state with a size as EP. Maximum no. of 
cycles is (Lx/EP) for the input vector.

• EP and VP should be large to increase parallelism, but large EP may not hide stalling.

Design And Optimization

[Xt , ht−1]



Design Space Exploration

Characterize the hardware design space of a tiling block by (EP, VP) and the NPE, the number of processing elements

System cycle number ratio depending on different EPs and different sizes of LSTM models



Hardware Architecture

VP Kernels, each having EP no. of PEs. 
The Adapter is used to convert the parallelism between kernels and tails. 
De-Quantization (De-Quant) is applied to convert quantized values into fixed-point values.

System details

The Sigmoid (σ) and hyperbolic tangent (tanh)
functions are implemented using lookup tables
of size 2048

To support element-based parallelism, a small
balanced adder tree is placed between the
multipliers and the accumulators.



FPGA DSP sharing for 8-bit multiplications

Column-wise MVM using in RNN designs, one column of the weight matrix shares the same element of the 
input vector and conducts the multiplications at the same time. 

These multiplications share one input operand, which helps us to pack four INT8 multiplications into one 
DSP blocks to reduce the hardware resource.

Hardware Architecture



Quantization and Fine Tuning

Converted the input activations, the hidden units and the weights to 8-bit integers.

Arithmetic operations performed in fixed point, intermediate values 16bit, and 32bit accumulator for the outputs.

There was no significant accuracy degradation after fine-tuning is applied using quantization aware fine tuning

Scale S and z are quantization parameters. The S is a positive real number given by (rmax − rmin)/(qmax −qmin). Note that rmax and rmin are maximum 
and minimum values of a real value respectively; qmin and qmax represent the range of an 8-bit integer (0 and 255 in our implementation).

[mapping equation between quantization and dequantization



Two generations of Intel FPGAs, an Arria 10 1150 (A10) and Stratix 10 2800 (S10) are evaluated and 
compared with previous work.

Both run persistent LSTM/GRU models of inference designed using Verilog RTL. 

Quartus Prime 18.1 is used to target both A10 and S10.

DeepBench suite benchmark network and LRCN dataset used for video activity recognition.

Experimental Setup



Resource Utilization

(EP, VP) as (16, 1024) using a Stratix 10 FPGA which includes 16384 effective 8-bit multipliers in the MVM kernels.

Smaller version (4, 1024) for Arria 10 FPGA including 4096 8bit multiplier.



Performance Analysis



Conclusion

• Novel latency-hiding hardware architecture based on column-wise MVM.

• A flexible checkerboard tiling strategy for RNNs/LSTMs to improve hardware utilization and boost inference 
throughput.

• This design provides over 1.05 to 3.35 times higher performance and 1.22 to 3.92 times higher hardware 
utilization than the state-of-the art design .
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